Multi-tasking machine is capable of performing both milling and turning operations, it contributes to highly efficient machining and space conservation. However, prior to machining a lot of lead time is consumed in deciding efficient process plan, and generating machining tool path. Although the current CAM systems are highly integrated, the efficiency of the generated tool path is highly relied on the experience of the CAM programmer. In this research, an automatic process planning system for multi-tasking machine was developed. It is capable of recognizing manufacturing features and deciding efficient process plan from CAD model automatically. In this developed system, the CAD model is described as Attributed Adjacency Graph (AAG), and each feature is defined by AAG and its geometrical properties. Totally 8 milling features and 9 turning features can be recognized. The optimal machining plan is calculated based on machining cost evaluation. In addition, in this research a new method based on subfeature combination is proposed in order to recognize intersecting features. Furthermore, in this research the connection relationship of each feature is classified, and machining priority is assigned to adjacent features. It prevents the time consuming evaluation for checking all possible machining sequences. Finally, according to the experiment results, it is confirmed this developed system is capable of obtaining optimal machining plan properly and rapidly.
Introduction
Multi-tasking machines have the capability to perform a variety of machining processes, such as turning, milling, drilling, et al., in a single setup. By using multi-tasking machine, it significantly reduces the setup time, and improves the machining accuracy and quality, because there is no need to move the workpiece across multiple machines. However, due to the complexity of multi-tasking machine, a lot of time is necessary for processing planning before actual machining. Usually, after a 3D model is designed in CAD (Computer Aided Design) system, CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) system is used to generate the NC (Numerical Control) data for machining. Although the current CAM systems are highly integrated, how to determine the machining feature, cutting tool, cutting condition and machining sequence is still a labor intensive task (Oba et al., 2010) . For each single product, a long lead time is consumed to generate the cutting tool path, and the efficiency of the tool path is highly relied on the CAM programmer's experience. It leads to low productivity in high-mix and low-volume production. Therefore, a CAPP (Computer Aided Process Planning) system, which can automatically extract the manufacturing features from the CAD model and plan the machining process, has long been expected.
Feature recognition and process planning are two of the most important components in CAPP system. Feature recognition is a process of reinterpreting a solid model as sets of manufacturing features, and process planning is a process to determine the optimal machining process, such as machining method, cutting tool, and machining sequence.
Feature recognition has been studied for almost two decades. Numerous techniques have been developed, such as graph-based feature recognition (Han, et al., 2000) , volume decomposition-based feature recognition (Sakurai, 1995) , rule-based feature recognition (Han, et al., 1998) , hint-based feature recognition (Verma, et al., 2008) , and neural network-based feature recognition (Sunil, et al., 2009) . Among all these techniques, the graph-based approach is regarded as the most successful method, and it is firstly reported by Joshi and Chang (Joshi, et al., 1988) . The graph carries all the information useful to recognize features. Nodes are assigned with attributes such as surface finish of a face, type of face, while arcs are assigned with the convexity or concavity of the corresponding edges. However, most of these graph-based feature recognition methods are not capable of handling intersecting features. Han and Requicha (Han, et al., 1998) proposed a feature recognition method, which uses rules to define a feature. By appropriate definitions of rules for each feature, interacted features could be properly recognized. In such process rules need to be predefined for all types of features. The increasing complexity of rules leads to low efficiency of feature recognition. Zhu (Zhu, et al., 2011) proposed a rule-based feature recognition method for models represented by polygon mesh, and later integrated such method into CAPP system of 3-axis machining (Zhu, et al., 2013) . However, since it uses polygon mesh model as input, the feature recognition accuracy is affected by the resolution of the input mesh. Hamada (Hamada, et al., 2012 ) developed a CAPP system for multi-tasking machine tool. In such system the features are recognized based on the types and numbers of faces, and numbers of concave-edge chains. And the machining process is planned based on feature tree and removal shape. Volume decomposition-based feature recognition methods (Sakurai, 1996) decompose delta volume into minimal cells, then compose combination of cells into volumes to generate possible machining plan. It can generate all possible interpretations to generate the optimal process plan. Later Dwijayanti (Dwijayanti, et al., 2014) adapted volume decomposition-based feature recognition method into multi-tasking machining CAPP. It seems to be the best solution to recognize intersecting features, while too much computation time is required to generate all possible machining plan when the target shape becomes complex.
In this research, we aim to develop a CAPP system for multi-tasking machine, which is capable of automatically recognizing the manufacturing features, and deciding efficient process plan from a CAD model. In this developed system, STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data) file, which is the most popular data exchange form supported by many CAD systems, is used as the input data. The CAD model is described as AAG consisting of arcs and nodes. This simple description of CAD model enables efficient feature recognition. In order to recognize the manufacturing features properly, in this proposed method, every manufacturing feature is defined by AAG and geometrical property. Totally, 8 milling features and 9 turning features can be recognized in this system. After features recognition, the optimal machining sequence is decided. In order to handle interacted features, the connection relationships between two recognized features are classified into four types, which are isolate, division, inner loop connecting and outer loop connecting. Based on these connection relationships, machining priority is assigned to each adjacent feature. Through this way, it greatly reduced the total number of machining plans to be evaluated. Finally, the optimal machining sequence is given by evaluating the total machining cost, which is represented by machining time, tool moving time and tool change time. Through case study, it is proved that this developed CAPP system for multi-tasking machine is capable of recognizing turning features and milling features properly, and obtaining optimal process plan efficiently.
Overview of the Developed CAPP System for Multi-tasking Machine
In this developed process planning system, the input is 3D CAD model, and the output is optimal machining process with minimal machining cost. The hierarchical structure of this developed system is shown in Fig.1 . The system is composed of three modules, data conversion module, feature recognition module, and process planning module. Firstly, in data conversion module, it reads the input CAD model, and transforms the model into a specially designed data form, which contains the necessary information for feature recognition and process planning. Then the converted data is sent into the feature recognition module. In feature recognition module, the manufacturing features are recognized, and feed-backed to the user. After that, the cutting tools are allocated to each recognized feature manually or automatically. Based on the information of recognized feature and cutting tools, the process plan with the minimal machining cost is calculated in process planning module. Finally, the system outputs the optimal process plan to the user. Based on this process plan, efficient NC tool path data could be generated by using the commercial CAM software even for unskilled CAM operator. Zhu, Kato, Tanaka,Yoshioka and Saito, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.9, No.3 (2015) 34] Fig.1 Overview of the developed CAPP system for multi-tasking machine.
CAD Model Representation by Using AAG
There are many ways to represent a 3D object, such as wire frame model, surface model and solid model. In this research, the Boundary representation (B-rep) of solid model is used, because B-rep representation is the most widely used method in current CAD systems. In B-rep, a model is represented as a volume surrounded by a set of faces, and each face is defined by boundaries. B-rep is composed of two types of entities, geometrical entity and topological entity. The geometrical entities are surface, curve, and point. They are used to define the spatial position of the geometry. The topological entities in hieratical levels from top to bottom are Solid, Shell, Face, Loop, Half edge, Edge, and Vertex. The topological information tells the connection between geometrical entities.
In this research, in order to efficiently recognize the manufacturing feature, the geometrical and topological information in B-rep model are concisely represented by using the attributed adjacency graph (AAG). AAG can be defines as a graph G = (N, A, T), where N is the set of nodes, A is the set of arcs, and T is the set of attributes to arcs in A. In this research, a node represents a certain face of a model, and an arc represents connection between two faces including concavity and convexity. If two faces are adjacent to each other, there is an arc connecting those two nodes. If the dihedral angle between two adjacent faces is less than 180 degree, the attribute of the arc is assigned as concave arc, while if the dihedral angle is equal or larger than 180 degree, the arc is attributed as convex arc. By this means, not only the connectivity of each face in a model can be represented, the characteristic of connection can also be represented. Furthermore, in this research the contact point of an arc and a node is named as Joint Point. By assigning attribute to the joint point, the relationship of outer loop and inner loop in B-rep can also be represented in this proposed AAG representation.
Concave Convex An example of the AAG representation of a 3D model is given in Fig. 2 . As shown in Fig.2(a) , this model is totally composed of seven faces, and these faces are connected with each other on eight edges. In the AAG representation Front View Back View
Zhu, Kato, Tanaka,Yoshioka and Saito, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.9, No.3 (2015) 34] shown in Fig.2(b) , there are totally seven nodes corresponding to the faces. And there are eight arcs corresponding to the edges. The concave arc is shown in red color, while the convex arc is shown in black color. The attribute value on the joint point of concave arc and node is given as 1, and the attribute value on the joint point of convex arc and node is given as 2. If the edge is on the outer loop of a face, the joint point on such arc and node is given as a plus value. On the other hand, if the edge is on the inner loop of the face, the joint point on such arc and node is given as a minus value. For example, face f 1 and face f 2 is connected by edge e 1 , and the connectivity is convexity. Edge e 1 is on the inner loop of face f 2 , while on the outer loop of face f 1 . Therefore, the value of joint point e 1 f 2 is -2, while the value of joint point e 1 f 1 is 2. Here for simplicity, only the value of joint point on edge e 0 ,e 1 and e 2 is given in Fig.2(b) . Figure 2(c) shows the incidence matrix of the AAG shown in Fig.2(b) . In Fig.2 (c) the element with the value of 0 means that there is no connectivity between such node and arc. By this way, the connectivity, concavity, convexity, and the parent-child relationship of a 3D model can be simply represented by AAG and its corresponding incidence matrix.
Manufacturing Feature Recognition Based on AAG
Normally, there are two methods to represent the manufacturing feature, which are surface representation and volumetric representation. In surface representation, the feature is represented as the combinations of a set of faces generated by certain machining operation, while in volumetric representation the features are represented as the delta volume to be removed from the material. Usually the volumetric representation is relatively easier to estimate the total machining time, and check the interference, because it contains more information. However, in this research in order to achieve high processing speed, the features are represented by using surface representation. Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.9, No.3 (2015) 34]
Manufacturing Feature Recognized in This System
In this developed system, totally 8 milling features and 9 turning features can be recognized, as shown in Fig.3 . Each feature has its own AAG representation, topological and geometrical properties, and each feature has its corresponding machining method and types of cutting tools. Since in some cases, multiple features have the same AAG representations, the feature could not be appropriately classified by using AAG only. Therefore, in this research the features are defined by using AAG together with topological and geometrical properties. On the other hand, using multi-tasking machine one feature can be machined by different operations in some cases. For example, a turning step can be machined by turning operation or milling operation. Here for simplicity, only one commonly used machining method is defined for each feature. The schematic overview of the proposed feature recognition method is shown in Fig.4 . Firstly, the AAG of the model is decomposed into several concave subgraphs. A concave subgraph is defined as a set of nodes and arcs in AAG connected by concave arcs only. The nodes connected only by convex arcs, such as f 0 , f 4 , and f 5 shown in Fig.4 , are Zhu, Kato, Tanaka,Yoshioka and Saito, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.9, No.3 (2015) 34] decomposed into separated single node concave subgraphs. After decomposition, each concave subgraph is compared with the predefined feature graphs to identify the graph type. This process is referred as graph isomorphism. In this research, the backtracking algorithm (Hari, 1988 ) is used for graph isomorphism. However, as mentioned in the previous section, in some cases different features may have same feature graph. In such cases, the geometric properties are considered to distinguish those features, which have the same graph type. Using this method, some features divided by other features cannot be appropriately recognized. In order to fix this problem, the lost connection between divided features is repaired by subfeature combination. The subfeature combination will be discussed in the later section. And the final feature recognition result is output to a STEP file, in which the features are distinguished by different colors.
Proposed Feature Recognition Method
Based on the definition of each feature, the feature graph and be classified into 8 types. Figure 5 shows the type of each graph and its corresponding features. There are multiple features have the same graph type in Type A, B, C, and D. And in the case of pocket and boss, the numbers of faces are not fixed. The boss and pocket which are composed of only two faces are listed separately in As shown in Fig.5 , in the case of graph type A, the graph is only composed of one node. There are totally seven features have the same graph type. In order to recognize each feature properly, it is evaluated by 5 geometrical property rules hierarchically as shown in Fig.6(a) .
(A-1) Possibility for turning operation. There are two types of surfaces possible to be machined by turning operation. One is the plane surface, whose normal vector is parallel with the principle axis of main spindle. The other one is the revolution surface, whose axis is on the same line of the principle axis. By this way, the features can be classified into turning operation features and milling operation features. (A-2) Shape of turning operation feature. If the shape of turning operation feature is plane, the feature is recognized as either Turning face feature or Cut off feature. If the shape is revolution surface, it will be identified by rules (A-3) and (A-4). (A-3) Normal vector of revolution surface. If the normal vector of revolution surface is facing outward, it is recognized as OD feature, else it will be identified by rule (A-4). (A-4) Shape of revolution surface. If the revolution surface whose normal vector is facing inside is a cylindrical surface, it is recognized as Turning through hole feature, which can be machined by drilling operation. For the other shaped revolution surface, it is recognized as Through ID feature. (A-5) Shape of milling operation feature. If the shape of milling surface is plane, it is recognized as Face feature. If the shape is cylindrical surface, it is recognized as Through hole feature. In the case of graph type B, the graph is composed of two nodes connected by a concave arc. There are five features have the same graph type. It is evaluated by 4 geometrical property rules to recognize each feature, as shown in Fig.6(b) (B-1) Possibility for turning operation. If both of the two surfaces of the feature can be machined by turning operation, it can be recognized as turning operation feature. If one surface of the feature does not meet the requirement of turning operation, it is recognized as milling operation feature. Using the method introduced in the previous section, all defined manufacturing features can be recognized. However, in some cases the divided features are recognized as separate features. The recognition result is not suitable for actual machining operation. Fig.7 gives an example of a model with divided features. Some faces are labeled from f 0 to f 6 as shown in Fig.7(a) . Here f 1 and f 5 are assumed to be on the same plane. The AAG of this model is given in Fig.7(b) . After concave subgraph decomposition and feature identification, these features are recognized as two step features, Step{f 0 ,f 1 } and Step{f 5 ,f 6 }, and one slot feature Slot{f 2 ,f 3 ,f 4 }. However, considering actual machining process, the desired feature recognition result should be two slot features, which are Slot{f 0 ,(f 1 ,f 5 ),f 6 }, and Slot{f 2 ,f 3 ,f 4 } shown in Fig.7(c) . Because Slot{f 0 ,(f 1 ,f 5 ),f 6 } is divided by Slot{f 2 ,f 3 ,f 4 }, the connectivity of face f 1 and face f 5 is lost. Slot{f 0 ,(f 1 ,f 5 ),f 6 } is recognized as two step features. In this case, the feature which is divided by other features is called divided feature, the feature that divides other features is called dividing feature. And the divided feature is called subfeature. Therefore, in order to properly recognize such divided features, it is necessary to combine the subfeatures.
Subfeatures before combination After combination
Step + Step Wall of Slot + Step Slot
Step + Face Wall of Slot + Face
Step Face + Face Face Before subfeature combination, it is necessary to identify what kinds of subfeatures are expected to be combined.
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Through simulation using CAM software to evaluate the machining time, it is found that combining divided subfeatures is not a better solution for all the cases. In some cases, if the divided feature is divided by the dividing feature on more than two surfaces, combining subfeatures will generate additional volumes overlapping with the dividing surface. It will cause additional machining time to remove the volume generated by the combination process. Therefore, machining such subfeatures separately is more efficient than combining them together. In such cases, it is better to remain the subfeatures uncombined. Considering the above factors, in this research the subfeatures to be combined are restricted to those the divided features are only divided by the dividing surfaces on one surface. It means that the dividing feature is either a slot feature or a turning slot feature. In the case of dividing feature is a slot feature, the divided feature could be slot feature, step feature or face feature. And in the case of dividing feature is a turning slot feature, the divided feature could be turning slot feature, turning step feature or OD feature.
Therefore, after the initial feature recognition, if a slot feature or turning slot feature exists, it can be assumed that some features are divided by the dividing feature. And the features adjacent to the dividing feature may be subfeatures to be combined. By checking the AAG and geometrical property of the subgraph connecting to the slot feature subgraph, subfeatures are appropriately combined to generate the divided feature before dividing. After subfeature combination, the AAG of the model is updated. By iteratively carrying out the above process, all the divided features can be properly recognized. Fig.8 gives the example of subfeature combination of divided milling operation features. The subsfeatures before and after combination are highlighted in red color. This system is also capable of combining turning operation features as well. In order to check the effectiveness of the developed feature recognition module, various models are tested. The first model (referred as model 1) is shown in Fig.9(a) . It is composed of 19 surfaces, and labeled from f0 to f18. The AAG of model 1 is shown in Fig.9(b) , it is composed of 19 nodes. After concave subgraph decomposition, totally 11 concave subgraphs are generated. The graph type and comprising faces of each subgraph are listed in the second and third columns in Table. 1. And the feature recognition results before subfeature combination are shown in the fourth column in Table. 1. It can be found that there are slot feature and turning slot feature in the results, so there exists divided Zhu, Kato, Tanaka,Yoshioka and Saito, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.9, No.3 (2015) 34]
Experiment Results of Manufacturing Feature Recognition
features. The result after subfeature combination is given as the last two columns in Table. 1. Two turning face features are combined into one turning face feature. Two step features are combined into one slot feature. And two OD features are combined into one OD feature. The feature recognition result is output into a STEP file, in which each feature is assigned by a different color. So the user or down streaming process can use these recognized features for process planning. The second test model (referred as model 2) is shown in Fig.10 . It is composed of 27 surfaces, connected by 52 Zhu, Kato, Tanaka,Yoshioka and Saito, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.9, No.3 (2015) 34] edges. The feature recognition result of model 2 is shown in Fig.10(b) and Fig.10(c) . Totally 11 manufacturing features are recognized. From the result, it can be found that the divided features, such as Turning face, OD, Turning slot 1, and Turning slot 2, are all properly recognized. The calculation time from reading the input STEP file to outputting the colored STEP file is 445ms, which is less than 1 second. So it can be said that this proposed feature recognition method is highly time efficient.
Proposed method for Process Planning
Process planning is the other most important component in CAPP system. Different machining sequences will cause different machining time, power consumption and tool wear. So it is necessary to give an optimal machining plan before actual machining process. Mathematically, if a CAD model is composed of N manufacturing features, the total number of possible machining plans will be all the combination of features, which is N!. For example, for the cases of model 2 shown in the previous section, it has 11 manufacturing features. The total possible machining planning will be almost 40 million (11! = 39,916,800). It will consume extensive calculation time to evaluate all the possible machining plans. And it is unrealistic, when the model becomes complex.
However, according to common knowledge and parent-child relationship of the features, invalid machining plans can be identified. By excluding invalid machining plans from machining cost evaluation, the total calculation time to find out the optimal plan could be significantly reduced. In this proposed method, first the connection relationship of two recognized features is classified into four types, which are isolate, division, inner loop connecting and outer loop connecting. Then the parent-child relationship is assigned to each adjacent feature. After that, valid candidate machining plans are calculated. Finally, by evaluating the total machining cost, the optimal process plan is given to the end user.
Machining Priority Assignment to Adjacent Features
In this research the connection relationship between two features is classified into four cases, as shown in Fig.11 . If there is no common edge between two features, the relationship of two features is considered as isolate, as shown in Fig.11(a) . In this case, there is no direct relationship between these two features. Either feature can be machined in ahead of the other. On the other hand, if there are more than one common edge between two features. These two features are concerned as adjacent features, as shown in Fig.11(b)(c)(d) . And the relationship of these two features will be further classified into three cases. In these cases, the machining efficiency will be affected by the machining sequence. It is necessary to assign the parent-child relationship to such features. Given two adjacent features, the feature, which is expected to be machined beforehand, is called as parent feature. The feature to be machined after hand is called as child feature. Normally one feature is connected with multiple features, so it is possible for one feature to have multiple parent features and child features. The child feature should always be machined after all its parent features are machined. By this means, if a child feature is machined before its parent features in a machining plan, such machining plan will be considered as invalid machining plan, and it will be excluded from machining cost evaluation. Usually, in multi-tasking machining turning features will be machined before the milling features. In this research, first the parent-child relationship is assigned based on machining method by applying the following basic rules.
1. Turning features are machined before milling features. 2. Turning face feature and OD features are machined before other turning features. 3. Face feature is machined before other milling features. If two adjacent features have the same machining priority by applying the above rules, the parent-child relationship can be assigned by the connectivity relationship. The relationship of adjacent features is further classified into three types, division, inner loop connecting and outer loop connecting. In the case of division, as shown in Fig.11(b) , one feature is divided by another feature. The divided feature is expected to be machined before the dividing feature. In this case, the divided feature is assigned as parent feature, and the dividing feature is assigned as child feature. In the model shown in Fig.11(b) , the step feature is the parent feature, and the slot feature is the child feature.
In the case of inner loop connecting, as shown in Fig.11(c) , the common edge connecting two features is on the inner loop of one feature, and on the outer loop of the other feature. In such case, the feature whose inner loops are connected with other features is assigned as parent feature, while the features which are connected on such inner loops are assigned as child features. In the model shown in Fig.11(c) , the pocket feature is connected with the face feature on the inner loop of face feature, so the pocket feature is the child feature, and the face feature is the parent feature.
In the case of the outer loop connecting, as shown in Fig.11(d) , the common edge connecting two features is on the outer loops of both features. In such case, the machining priority is assigned based on the numbers of the connecting faces. If one face of a feature is connecting with multiple faces of the other feature, this feature is expected to be machined beforehand, and it is assigned as parent feature. And the other feature whose multiple faces are connecting with this feature is assigned as child feature. In the model shown in Fig.11(d) , three faces of the slot feature are connecting with one face of the step feature, so the step feature is the parent feature, and the slot feature is the child feature.
Process Planning Based on Minimal Machining Cost
After the parent-child relationship is assigned to each feature. Feasible machining plans for evaluation are calculated. In this research, in order to obtain the feasible machining plans efficiently, the following assumptions are given.
1. Except the cut off feature, which will be machined by the counter spindle, all the other features in the model can be machined by the main spindle. 2. The first feature to be machined is fixed as turning face feature. 3. The last feature to be machined is fixed as cut off feature. 4. Except the cut off feature, all the milling features are machined after the turning features. The restriction of calculating feasible machining plans is that for every feature in the model, it must be machined after all its parent features are machined. In this developed system, the feasible machining plans are calculated by recursion calculation.
After all the feasible machining plans are calculated, they are evaluated based on machining cost. Normally in order to properly evaluate the machining cost, there are many factors to be concerned, such as machining time, tool wear, power consumption, charter vibration, as so on. Here in this system, only the machining time is considered as the machining cost. And the total machining time for a model composed of features can be defined as the following equation. is the tool moving time from feature to feature +1 , ATC is the tool change time, and is the number of tool change times. Actually, in order to calculate the total machining time precisely, it is necessary to allocate the cutting tools and generate the tool path first. However, in this developed process planning system, there is no function of tool path generation, so the machining time for each feature, the tool moving time from feature to feature, and the tool change time are assumed to be fixed values. In actual machining process, these values could be varied case by case. These values can be defined by the user for a specific machine tool in actual usage of this system. And the Dijkstra`s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959 ) is used in this research to find the machining plan with the minimal machining cost. Zhu, Kato, Tanaka,Yoshioka and Saito, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.9, No.3 (2015) 34]
Experiment Result of the Proposed Process Planning Method
In order to check this proposed process planning method, the model 2, which was shown in Fig.10 , is tested. Totally there are 11 features recognized. Here the parent-child relationship of each feature is summarized in Table. 2. As shown in Table. 2, turning face feature and OD feature have 6 child features respectively. In multi-tasking machining, usually the surfaces of turning face feature and OD feature are used as reference planes for other features, so they are expected to be machined beforehand. The result of parent-child relationship assignment also reveals the fact that features, such as turning face and OD, should be machined beforehand. Mathematically, there are totally 40 million (11!=39,916,800) combinations of the 11 recognized features. Using this parent-child relationship, the number of feasible machining plans is reduced to only 240.
In order to evaluate the machining time of each feasible machining plan, the cutting tool for each feature is allocated as the last column in Table. 2 shows. Here for simplicity, if feature f i and f i+1 are adjacent with each other, the evaluation point of tool moving time T f i,i+1 is given as 0. If feature f i and f i+1 are not adjacent, the evaluation point of T f i,i+1 is given as 0.5. And the evaluation point of tool change time ATC is given as 1. By comparing the machining time, 8 candidate machining plans which have the same minimal machining cost, are selected as the optimal machining plan. These machining plans are listed in Table. 3. From the result it can be found that in all the optimal machining plans, the OD feature is machined following the turning face feature, since turning face feature and OD feature are allocated with the same cutting tool. Similarly the other features allocated with the same cutting tool are machined successively. Turning slot 2 is divided by turning slot 1, and they are allocated with the same cutting tool, so turning slot 2 is machined right after turning slot 1. Since close pocket is the child feature of step feature, and they are adjacent features, close pocket is machined right after the step feature. Slot 1, slot 2, and close pocket feature are allocated with the same cutting tool, so they are machined successively. It is also noticed from the result shown in Table. 3, the only difference of machining plan 1 and machining plan 2 is the machining sequence of slot 1 and slot 2. Because these two features are isolate features, the total machining time will not change no matter which one of them is machined first. Similarly, the different machining sequences of blind ID and blind hole finally result in 8 possible optimal machining plans.
As discussed in the previous section, there is no tool path generation function in this system, so it is lack of capability to precisely estimate the machining time. However, the author believes that the optimal machining plan is not fixed. The optimal machining sequence will differ case by case for different machine tools. Therefore, here all the 8 candidate machining plans are considered as the optimal machining plans of this system. On the contrary, this system can achieve the optimal machining plans in a highly efficient manner. In the case of model 2 used in this experiment, the total calculation time of parent-child relation assignment, feasible machining plan calculation and machine cost evaluation, is less than 0.1 second. Based on the machining plan suggested by this system, the CAM user is able to generate high quality machining tool path in a short time. Step Closed pocket Endmill 1 11
Closed pocket None Endmill 2
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Conclusion
In this research, a graph based process planning system for multi-tasking machine was developed. It is capable of recognizing manufacturing features and generating optimal machining plans properly and efficiently. STEP file is used as input model, and the CAD model is represented in the structure of AAG with geometrical and topological properties. In this developed system, the manufacturing features are recognized based on graph isomorphism and geometrical rules. In addition, by subgraph combination and AAG reconstruction, the intersecting features could also be properly recognized. In order to save the computation cost for process planning, machining priority is assigned based on the parent-child relationship of each feature. And feasible machining sequences can be generated. Based on the user defined machining cost evaluation point, optimal machining plans can be suggested by this developed system properly and efficiently.
